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1 of 1 review helpful Five Stars By Elizabeth Great Book You can always count on Daniel Kalla to write a great novel 
0 of 0 review helpful Excellent trilogy By Barbara Mandelstein I love sagas like these Reminds me of Ken Follett who 
is a favorite Learned a lot about shanghai Wish I had read before I went there 0 of 0 review helpful Passion espionage 
and battlefield drama the loves and fears of one remarkable family unfold against the Second World War s Pacific 
theatre in Daniel Kalla s Nightfall Over Shanghai It s 1944 and the Japanese are losing the war but Shanghai is more 
dangerous than ever particularly for the Adler family After fleeing Nazi Europe Dr Franz Adler and his daughter 
Hannah have adjusted to life in their strange adopted city but they are now imprisoned Kalla offers readers a 
panoramic view of individuals with singular characteristics who bond into a protective community assisting each other 
through many different types of suffering and who display unique aspirations for a free future as the end of the 
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